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GLAMOUR
AT PLAY
1920S ALLURE MELDS WITH
CONTEMPORARY SOPHISTICATION IN A
WATERFRONT HOME ON WILLIAMS ISLAND
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Along the towering condominiums of

Aventura, Fla., a waterfront home evokes

the opulent decade that defined chic — when

Hollywood first glittered, Chanel fashions soared

and French Modernist design emerged. With that

sense of panache, designer Louis Cohen fashioned

his family's residence at Villa Flora as a luxurious

sanctuary inspired by 1920s glamour.

Cohen remodeled his 5,500-square-foot, two-

story home, taking into consideration kid-friendly

details for his two young children without sacrificing

the sophisticated ambiance. "The underlying goal

of combining colors, resilient materials and sturdy

textures kept the look cohesive and tight," the

designer and homeowner says. "Our favorite color,

blue, is predominant, so I use various shades in

different rooms to subtly change the environment,

reflecting Florida's sky and sea."

LEFT: Slender sconces, framed with shimmering tile

mosaics, lead into the dining room wrapped in billowing

sheers from Windows of the World. A jet-black crystal

Schonbek chandelier draws the eyes up and around the



CURVED GLASS AND STAINLESS-STEEL RAILINGS CLIMB THE FOYER'S STAIRWAY ROTUNDA

THAT OPENS ONTO THE LIVING ROOM, WHERE A 1920S-STYLE SETTEE FROM CENTURY AND

OVERSIZED "ALICE IN WONDERLAND" WING CHAIRS SIT HEARTHSIDE.

A graceful gazebo-like effect envelops the simple yet dramatic dining room.

A/hite sheers flowing over blue walls allude to an outdoor view while tall-back

zhairs create a circle of intimacy. The white marble table — with its matching lazy

:_;san — sets the stage for entertaining family and friends, and hosting philan-

:hropic events.

With a grand presence, circular oak stairs inside the foyer's 25-foot-tall rotunda

re stained glossy black for a striking backdrop to the stainless-steel railings. "I

.imped at the opportunity to install curved glass," Cohen says. "It has a sexiness.

Upon entering the living room, an inviting seating arrangement staged with

slate-blue wingback thrones fills the unique space with informality. "Despite the

disproportionate size of the chairs, there was a certain balance to carry," he says,

referring to the use of textured details and a mix of materials.

In lieu of a mantel, Cohen's artful tile treatment surrounding the fireplace

steals the show, just as the dazzling icy chandelier draws one into the family

room. Here, Saturnia travertine flooring, polished for refinement, covers this

space, where four leather ottoman cocktail tables at the exact heights of the sofa



"Duet 20," a graphic painting by Deborah BK

provides the family room's creative focal point bt

the coffered ceiling's artful designs stenciled in Vene

plaster and the sculptural chandelier from Tui Pram



"If I wanted my way with everything else in the house, I knew what I had to

do in the dressing room," Cohen says with a laugh. Since his wife is in the fashion

business, a large walk-in closet serves as her workroom — though he does have

a corner of it. Maximizing storage, attractive collections are displayed through

cabinetry custom designed with glass doors.

A refined royal air plays up the glamour in the posh master bedroom, where

double chandeliers evoke the allure of Hollywood classics. Sumptuous tactile

qualities are conveyed in cut velvet and chenille chairs, and plush sheepskin

wool area rugs. Stenciled panels glow above mirrored nightstands as if finished in

silver leaf to present an appropriate climax to the home's comfortable elan.

Of the seamless blending of the glamourous with the robust elements, Cohen

says, "No matter what the style, it's important to have the right balance when

combining the soft, light and romantic with the durable."

RIGHT: The regal master bedroom glitters in mirrors, bejeweled pillows and twin, black

Schonbek crystal chandeliers. Robert Allen armchairs in cut velvet and chenille display an

acanthus leaf motif, playing up the stenciled pattern on the wall panels. And with a nod to

Old Hollywood, the dressing room, above, showcases a color-coordinated array of fashions.




